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Due to an error introduced during preparation of Figure 4, the arrows indicating GluR2 endocytosis and membrane in-
sertion, respectively, were reversed. The blue arrow indicating endocytosis (labeled ‘‘PICK1’’) should point inward, and
the green arrow indicating membrane insertion (‘‘NSF’’) should point outward. Here we include a corrected figure and
apologize for this error.
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Figure 4. Comparison of LTP and LTD
Induction Casacades at Hippocampal (Left)
and Cerebellar Synapses (Right)
LTD induction cascades are shown in blue,
and LTP induction cascades in green. For
simplicity, no synaptic terminals are shown,
and one schematic postsynaptic compart-
ment is used to illustrate LTP and LTD induc-
tion and expression cascades in both
pyramidal cells and Purkinje cells. Functional
NMDA receptors (red) are present in pyrami-
dal cells, but not in Purkinje cells. Other cal-
cium sources (voltage-dependent calcium
channels/internal stores) present in both
types of neurons are not displayed. Note that
PKA and PP1/PP2A are not directly calcium-
activated. PKC has been implicated in hip-
pocampal LTP, but also in the internalization
of GluR2 subunits. The dashed arrows indi-
cate that question marks remain behind the
functions of the indicated processes (GluR1
endocytosis in LTD/GluR2 insertion in LTP).
The dashed line separating the ‘‘pyramidal cell’’ from the ‘‘Purkinje cell’’ does not continue all the way to the top, as PICK1-controlled GluR2
endocytosis (right side) occurs in both types of neurons. TARP: transmembrane AMPA receptor regulatory protein, e.g., stargazin. Other
abbreviations are used as explained in the text.
